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Envent Engineering manufactures the Model 330S Class I, Division 

1 and Model 331S Class I, Division 2 process analyzers for 

continuous, interference-free measurement of H2S concentration in 

gaseous streams.

 

In order to measure H2S in light oils, water or condensate, H2S must 

be mechanically stripped from the liquid and measured as a gas. 

Since there is a large multiplier effect from extracting the H2S in the 

liquid (normally measured as H2S by weight) to H2S as a vapor in 

the sampler head space(measured as H2S by volume), sensitivity in 

the low ppm range is achieved.
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H2S in Natural Gas Condensate

H2S in Light Oil

H2S in Crude Oil

H2S in Water
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The I.C.E. Windows® based configuration software comes with all 

330 and 331 Analyzers for full configurability.

Field friendly interface via front display panel without the need for a 

laptop.

3 Mb event triggered archive storage.

Alarm/Event log.

Customizable serial RS-232 & RS-485 mapping.

Remote Display (optional).

Configurable calculation processor.

Configurable alarm processor.

Ranges from 0 to 3,000 ppmw.

Displays H2S concentration in user specified units (ppmw, ppmv, 

ppb, ppm, grams, %, mg/M3).

Measures up to 5 times the calibrated range.

Tape life of 60-90 days.

Permeable membrane protects H2S Sensor from liquids and other 

contaminants.

Quick Delivery.

Full Service & Training.
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The lead acetate principle of H2S analysis in gases has been 

the industry standard method for over 50 years. Unlike 

competitive technologies, it is totally specific to H2S and has 

excellent sensitivity at low ppm levels of H2S. The limited 

rangeabilty of the lead acetate method has been overcome 

with the development of membrane based dilution technology.

 

Process measurement of H2S in liquids has traditionally been 

done by sampling the head space above a liquid sample. 

Theory states that the H2S concentration in the head space can 

be related to the H2S concentration in the hydrocarbon liquid. 

Problems with this method include the requirement to maintain 

the sample at a constant temperature and the change in 

solubility constants with a varying hydrocarbon composition of 

the sample.

 

Envent has developed an improved sample system  which 

mechanically strips the H2S from hydrocarbon liquids. The 

measurement is made in the head space of the sample sparger 

using membrane dilution technology.  This approach has 

significant benefits:  

 

No requirement for precise temperature control. 

Sensitivity to hydrocarbon composition is eliminated.  

Wide measurement range capability.            

Low power requirements.
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Power 

Electrical
Classification

Class I, Div 1  Grp C, D with optional Class I, Div 1 
Grp B, C & D.(330 Models), Div 2 (331 Models) Grp C 
& D with Grp B available (Consult factory for details).

Ambient 0 to 50˚C (32 to 122ºF) std.  Contact for other
requirements

Inlet Pressure 

5 minutes

Inputs 4 digital inputs individually configurable.

Outputs

Displays 128 x 64 Graphic Display
Menu is scrolled by internal button
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Sample
Recovery Pump

Configuration 
Software

Dimensions 72"W x 71"H x 15"D
1.82m W x 1.82m H x 0.4m D

Ph Control

Windows® software for customer configuration, 
archive retrieval, and Modbus mapping.

12–24 VDC @ less than 3 watts
or 100-240 VAC, 50/60Hz

0 - 250 psig

In water based systems, hydrogen sulfide 
partial pressure is PH dependant.  For 
improved accuracy, PH control is required to 
assist in H2S breakout in the water.

The H2S is stripped from the liquid sample at 
atmospheric pressure.  In many cases a 
recovery tank and pump will be required to 
pump the spent sample back to process or 
pressurized drain.  Envent utilizes a pneumatic 
pump controlled by two (2) start & stop level 
controllers and a third high level controller 
shutoff for sample flow in the event of high 
level in the recovery tank.

Measuring
Range

0 to 3,000 ppmw

Response Time

Weight 500 lbs or 227 kg
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Dual isolated 4-20 mA (loop powered)

(Modbus) serial RS-232 & RS-485 (Ethernet available)

Four 5 amp SPDT alarm relays (high reading, high high 

reading, low tape, low pressure, low temperature, fault)

Four solid state solenoid drivers

Product specifications subject to change without notice 

to improve reliability, function, design or otherwise.
*

 

Accuracy +/- 2% full scale for ranges 1 to 50 ppmw
+/- 2.5% full scale for ranges > 50 ppmw
+/- 3% full scale for ranges 0.5 to 1 ppmw
+/- 5% full scale for ranges < 0.5 ppmw

+/- 2% full scale for ranges 1 to 50 ppmw
+/- 2.5% full scale for ranges > 50 ppmw
+/- 3% full scale for ranges 0.5 to 1 ppmw
+/- 5% full scale for ranges < 0.5 ppmw

Repeatability
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